
Cruelest Journey: 600 Miles to Timbuktu 
Kira Salak {916.62 SALAK} 

The author's journey of more than six hundred 
dangerous miles on the Niger River from Mali's Old 
Segou to Timbuktu, enduring tropical storms and 
the heat of the Sahara to fulfill her goal of buying 
the freedom of two Bella slave girls. 

 
Journey to the Vanished City: The Search for a Lost 

Tribe of Israel – Tudor Parfitt {968.91 PARFITT} 
An authority on the Lost Tribes of Israel describes 
his journey to solve the origins of the Lemba of 
Zimbabwe, a people who claim they are 
descendants of the Queen of Sheba and King 
Solomon. 

 
Sahara – Michael Palin {916.6043 PALIN} 

The comedian and author presents a detailed 
exploration of the Sahara Desert regions that 
celebrates its diverse cultures, landscapes, and 
trades. 

 
Africa on Six Wheels: A Semester on Safari          

Betty Levitov {916.7043 LEVITOV} 
Levitov writes of a semester spent with her 
students not at her liberal arts college but in the 
eastern and southern countries of Africa.  

 
Bill Bryson’s African Diary – Bill Bryson  

{916.762 BRYSON} 
A travel writer with little background knowledge of 
Africa recounts his journey to Kenya at the 
invitation of CARE International, where he visited 
slums, historic sites, natural wonders, refugee 
camps, and relief projects. 

 
Men of Salt: Crossing the Sahara on the Caravan of 

White Gold – Michael Benanav  
{916.6043 BENANAV} 

Provides a narrative of the Islamic culture's 
centuries-old trek between Timbuktu and the 
notorious salt mines of Taoudenni, describing how 
camel drivers march for eighteen hours per day in 
sandstorms and searing heat.  

Down the Nile: Alone in a Fisherman’s Skiff         
Rosemary Mahoney {916.2045 MAHONEY} 

Documents the author's dangerous voyage by 
seven-foot skiff down the Egyptian Nile, during 
which she faced civil unrest, local disapproval 
about women traveling alone, wild animals, harsh 
climate, and the unlikely assistance of a kind 
Muslim sailor. 

 
Skeletons on the Zahara: A True Story of Survival 

Dean King {916.4804 KING} 
Chronicles the hardships encountered by twelve 
American sailors who, in 1815, were shipwrecked on 
the coast of North Africa, captured, sold into 
slavery, and sent on a difficult odyssey through the 
perilous heart of the Sahara. 

 
Travels with a Tangerine: A Journey in the Footnotes 

of Ibn Battutah – Tim Mackintosh-Smith  
{915.6045 MACKINTOSH-SMITH} 

Traces the pre-mechanical age travels of Ibn 
Battutah, who set out in 1325 from his native home 
and spent twenty-nine years visiting most of the 
known world, from Tangiers to Constantinople. 

 
Crossing the Heart of Africa: An Odyssey of Love 

and Adventure – Julian Smith {916.04 SMITH} 
Describes how the award-winning author recreated 
the foot journey of legendary British explorer 
Eward Grogan across Africa in part to secure a 
proposal acceptance from his future wife, revealing 
how Grogan's sojourn was also performed to 
establish marital worthiness. 
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Dark Star Safari: Overland from Cairo to Cape Town 
Paul Theroux {916.04 THEROUX} 

The author recounts his odyssey down the length 
of Africa, from Cairo to South Africa, describing the 
bad food, many delays, discomforts, and dangers of 
his trip, along with the people and places of the 
real Africa. 

 
No Mercy, A Journey to the Heart of the Congo  

Redmond O’Hanlon {916.724 O’HANLON} 
The author describes his dangerous odyssey into 
the Congo in search of a dinosaur-like creature, 
documenting his encounters with Africa's flora and 
fauna, its fascinating people, and the political and 
social problems afflicting the region. 

 
Angry Wind: Through Muslim Black Africa by 
Truck, Bus, Boat, and Camel – Jeffery Tayler 

{916.6043 TAYLER} 
Takes readers into one of the least Westernized 
and travel-friendly regions of the planet--the Sahel, 
the lower region of the Sahara and the belt where 
Islam meets Central Africa. 
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The Caliph’s House – Tahir Shah {921 SHAH} 
Describes the author's and his family's experiences 
after purchasing a run-down palace in the 
Moroccan city of Casablanca, as they work to 
renovate the house, exorcise the jinns haunting the 
structure, and cope with the house's human 
guardians. 

 
In Arabian Nights: A Caravan of Moroccan Dreams 

Tahir Shah {916.4045 SHAH} 
The author continues his account of his adopted 
home of Morocco, exploring the tradition of the 
spiritual quest in terms of his own journey of self-
discovery and his father's legacy of storytelling as 
he reveals Morocco's history, mystical beliefs, and 
culture. 

 
Dangerous Beauty: Life and Death in Africa: True 

Stories from a Safari Guide – Mark Ross  
{599.096 ROSS} 

Describe the author's experiences working as a 
safari guide in Kenya, Tanzania, Zimbabwe, and 
Uganda, and recounts the events of March 1999, 
when several tourists were killed in Uganda by 
Rwandan rebels fleeing from the Congo. 

 
Lose Your Mother: A Journey Along the Atlantic 

Slave Route – Saidiya Hartman  
{306.362 HARTMAN} 

Following the trail of captives from the hinterland 
to the Atlantic coast, Hartman reckons with the 
blank slate of her own genealogy and vividly 
dramatizes the effects of slavery on three centuries 
of African and African-American history. 

 
A Cure for Serpents – Alberto Denti di Pirajno 

{610.92 DENTI DI PIRAJNO} 
The author served as a doctor in Italy's African 
colonies in the 1920s. His remembrances of the 
country and its people were released in 1955. 

 
Truck Fever: A Journey Through Africa                 

Manchan Magan {916 MAGAN} 
Documents the author's trek through Africa by 
truck with a group of eighteen fellow travelers.  

Malaria Dreams: An African Adventure               
Stuart Stevens {921 STEVENS} 

While attempting to transfer a friend's Land Rover 
from the Central African republic to Europe, two 
travel companions experience various adventures 
and hijinks in such locales as Lake Chad, 
Timbuktu, and the Sahara. 

 
Facing the Congo: A Modern Day Journey into the 

Heart of Darkness – Jeffery Tayler  
{916.75104 TAYLER} 

The author describes his 1,100-mile journey down 
central Africa's Congo River in a dugout canoe and 
his encounters with lush jungles, corrupt officials 
and soldiers, difficult climatic conditions, and 
untold natural wonders. 

 
In Search of King Solomon’s Mines – Tahir Shah 

{916.304 SHAH} 
The author recounts his journey into Ethiopia in 
search of the gold mines of the biblical King 
Solomon, a quest that brought him to the sites of a 
cliff-face monastery, the churches of Lalibela, and 
the cursed mountain of Tullu Wallel. 

 
Into Africa: The Epic Adventures of Stanley and 

Livingstone – Martin Dugard {967.0423 DUGARD} 
Describes the disappearance of explorer Dr. David 
Livingstone while searching for the source of the 
Nile River, journalist Henry Morton Stanley's 
search for him, and the individual journeys of the 
two men through uncharted Africa. 

 
Eye of the Elephant: An Epic Adventure in the 

African Wilderness – Delia Owens {920 OWENS} 
Two naturalists describe how a battle to save the 
elephants of Africa turned into a fight for their lives 
when commercial poachers heard of their work. 

 
Only Road North: 9000 Miles of Dirt and Dreams 

Erik Mirandette {921 MIRANDETTE} 
Three young men set out on a motorcycle journey 
across Africa that would change their lives.  

The Black Nile: One Man’s Amazing Journey 
Through Peace and War on the World’s Longest 

River – Dan Morrison {962.055 MORRISON} 
A foreign correspondent traces the four-thousand-
mile plank-board boat journey he took with an 
inexperienced childhood friend along the Nile 
River from Lake Victoria to the Mediterranean Sea, 
during which he surveyed regional culture and 
politics. 

 
My Mercedes Is Not for Sale: From Amsterdam to 
Ougadougou, an Auto-Misadventure Across the 

Sahara – Jeroen van Bergeijk  
{916.604 VAN BERGEIJK} 

An Amsterdam-based journalist describes his 
rollicking adventures and misadventures as he 
journeys through Africa in the hopes of selling his 
dilapidated, used car in the Third World. 

 
At the Mercy of the River: An Exploration of the Last 

African Wilderness – Peter Stark {916.79 STARK} 
The author recounts his dangerous expedition 
down Mozambique's unexplored Lugenda River by 
kayak, describing the hazards and natural wonders 
he encountered while reflecting on the human urge 
to journey beyond the safe boundaries of 
civilization. 

 
Scribbling the Cat: Travels with an African Soldier 

Alexandra Fuller {968.9404 FULLER} 
The author details her unique friendship with one 
of her parents' neighbors in Zambia, a white 
African and veteran of the Rhodesian war, and 
their mutual odyssey to revisit scenes of the war 
and come to terms with the horrors of warfare. 

 
Blood River: A Journey to Africa’s Broken Heart 

Tim Butcher {921 BUTCHER} 
The author’s perilous quest through the Congo as 
he retraced the 1874 expedition of explorer H.M. 
Stanley to map the Congo River, traveling by an 
assortment of vehicles, and aided by characters 
ranging from U.N. aid workers to a pygmy-rights 
advocate. 


